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DOCUMENT OVERVIEW
This document describes a
training plan for knowledge
transfer to client application
development staff. In this
approach, Keyhole experts train
development staff with minimal
impact on current projects.
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EXPERT
EDUCATORS
Keyhole educators possess
tangible, hands-on experience in
the topics instructed. Module
mentors and trainers are actual
expert “doers,” not just those who
speak about it. This expert-led
educational approach allows the
educators to draw from their own
implementation experience and
instruct the personally-tried
-and-true approaches.
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TRAINING PLAN INTRODUCTION
This document describes a training plan for client application development
staff. The primary philosophy of this approach will be to leverage lecture content
and integrate it with a readily-accessible content management system which can
then be accessed individually. Courses are streamlined to help learners to avoid
pitfalls and have minimal impact on current projects.

DELIVERY APPROACH
Training topics will introduce a specific topic and be segmented into a series of
modules. These modules will be delivered at a specific date and time in a 45 to 60minute webinar lecture. Attendees can participate from their workplace location.
After a module lecture session, attendees will have the remainder of the day to
complete exercises. Question can be asked via an established Slack channel or
other desired messaging platform. All asked questions will be answered before the
next module lecture session begins.
This approach eliminates the need for employees to block out entire days or visit a
different location. As sessions are short in duration, attendees still have the
ability to perform daily tasks and perform project duties.

Attendees should only expect to commit
an average of two hours per day
of training.
Additionally, when possible, vetted existing public content available from the
framework or vendor will be linked. This will help encourage an environment where
developers will utilize the robust availability of documentation, forums, and
tutorials that exist in the public web. The intent will be to increase problem solving
wherewithal and knowledge base.

TRAIN THE TRAINERS
Keyhole mentors and trainers deliver these education topic modules.
Web sessions can be recorded for replay. The end goal will be for client employees
to start giving the module lectures internally. It is realistic to assume that once
developers in business units become familiar and competent with the topics, and
they have the desire to teach, they will be able to instruct topic modules.
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TRAINING TRACK TOPICS
Training tracks for beginning-to-experienced developers and architects are
referenced below. These training courses will include modules that will be
delivered via a web-based lecture and include hands-on lab/exercises. In general,
only one module will be covered per day.

BEGINNING JAVASCRIPT TRACK
Track Prerequisites: Programming
language experience, developing
using a procedural or objectoriented language.

Modules

Track Topics

JavaScript Fundamentals
jQuery Fundamentals
ECMA 6 Fundamentals
TypeScript Fundamentals

5
1
1
1

Modules
Module
Module
Module

JAVASCRIPT SINGLE-PAGE
APPLICATION (SPA) TRACK
Track Prerequisites: Experience
developing JavaScript-based
applications using jQuery or any
JavaScript MV* framework.

Track Topics
Angular
React
Backbone

Modules
12 Modules
12 Modules
12 Modules

BEGINNING .NET TRACK
Track Prerequisites: Programming experience
with procedural or object-oriented languages in
addition to a B.S. in Computer Science or
information equivalent degree.

Modules

Track Topics

C# Fundamentals
12 Modules
Implementing APIs Using MVC.NET 1 Module
Object Relational Mapping Using
1 Module
Entity Framework

BEGINNING JAVA TRACK
Track Prerequisites: Programming experience
with procedural or object-oriented languages in
addition to a B.S. in Computer Science or
information equivalent degree.

Track Topics

Beginning Java
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Modules
16 Modules

TRAINING TRACK TOPICS
Training tracks include both a lecture and a lab component. First, the instructor
will do a screenshare lecture, walking through course topics as presented in
GrokOla. Following the lecture, individuals will log in to GrokOla and perform
designated hands-on lab/exercises before the beginning of the next Module, asking
questions as necessary. Questions will be addressed before the next Module is
performed.

SPRING TRAINING TRACK
Track Prerequisites: Java
programming experience using the
Spring Framework.

Track Topics

Modules

Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring

7
7
1
1

Boot Fundamentals
Batch Fundamentals
Data
MVC

Modules
Modules
Module
Module

DEVELOPER TOOLING TRACK
Track Topics

Maven Fundamentals
STS Eclipse Fundamentals
Git Fundamentals
Node.js/NPM Fundamentals
Debugging JavaScript
Applications

Modules
1
1
1
1
1

Module
Module
Module
Module
Module

MICROSERVICE ARCHITECTURE
AND PLATFORM TRACK
Track Prerequisites: Java, Spring Boot,
and SPA experience.

Track Topics

Docker Fundamentals
Spring/Netflix OSS
Microservices Bootcamp
OpenShift Fundamentals
Reference Architecture
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Modules
5
5
5
1
1

Modules
Modules
Modules
Module
Module

CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
GROKOLA
Topic content is housed inside the GrokOla content wiki. Attendees will be lectured
through the GrokOla pages. To do so, students will access a browser-based
screenshare application initiated by a Keyhole Mentor/Instructor. Audio will be
available via a conference call number.
Most topic Modules will have hands-on exercises at the end of the lecture. After
the lecture concludes, attendees will then perform these exercises individually
through GrokOla. Questions to instructors can be made with comments in GrokOla,
a Slack channel, or by email.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Each education Track is composed of a number of
Module topics. Each topic Module is a GrokOla
Collection of wiki pages. On the Overview page, all
Modules are listed by their Track topics. An example
portion of the Overview page to the right illustrates
existing Track topic “Spring Boot Fundamentals” with
seven modules.

The order in which the
content is to be followed is
reflected by the Grok
Collection. When viewing a
wiki page like the Reference
Architecture Module, this
order is displayed on the
right-hand side of the wiki
page screen.
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ASSESSMENTS
All training modules that attendees participate in will
be tracked. Most training Modules have exercises and
labs that progressively build upon each other, so in
order to proceed to the next module, they will need to
have completed the previous Module. This should help
to ensure attendee participation.
Instructors will also be able to evaluate if an attendee is able to perform
exercises. In the case that an attendee finds difficulty, Keyhole
Software instructors would provide assistance in improving knowledge
base. This might be suggesting a different course track, or providing
counsel on other educational resources. In the case that an attendee is
in over his/her head, then this will be communicated to appropriate
personnel to determine next steps.
Instructors will also be assessed. At the end of each
Track, attendees will fill out a course/instructor review
questionnaire for feedback and suggestions.

INVESTMENT
Courses are priced per Module of
Track instruction. Each module can
instruct up to 15 students in
attendance at $550 per module.
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